
Market Synopsis – December 2018 

In the November 2018 Market Synopsis we reflected on 

how global equity markets performed against our 

expectations at the onset of 2018. This month we touch 

on our expectations for 2019 and beyond: Markets have 

experienced a flux of emotions over the last few weeks 

owing to the constant change in sentiment towards the US 

and China trade war. Investors were initially exuberant 

after the G20 summit, held late November/early 

December in Buenos Aires, when President Donald Trump 

agreed to postpone raising tariffs from 10% to 25% on 

USD 200 billion of Chinese imports by three months to the  

1st of March 2019. This positivity was however fleeting and 

evaporated when a high-ranking Chinese tech executive, 

Meng Wanzhou, CFO of Huawei, was arrested in Canada 

at the request of the US government on suspicion of 

violating sanctions against Iran.  

Against this backdrop and especially after a sharp 

pullback, it is important that one gauges whether markets 

are exhibiting sufficiently attractive valuations. Looking 

specifically at the US equity market, despite the recent 

pullback, valuations are still relatively stretched when 

considering the underlying corporate fundamentals – see 

Figure 1. The trailing and 12-month forward price earnings 

ratio, which sits at 20 and 16 respectively, as well as other 

metrics such as price-to-book and price-to-sales ratios are 

still well above historic levels. Additionally, BCA Research’s 

composite valuation indicator, which is based on eight 

different valuation metrics, has just moved marginally 

below one standard deviation, which is the threshold of 

overvaluation. 

The underlying fundamentals of US companies, measured 

by their profit margins, can be used as a reliable proxy in 

determining the cycle dynamics that the market currently 

exhibits. Looking at previous expansions, it has been 

found that risk assets (equity and property) experience 

increased pressure when US profit margins peak. The  

S&P 500’s EPS growth is expected to eventually peak, 

especially when considering the third quarter of 2018’s 

unsustainable year-on-year growth rate of 26% – see 

Figure 2 on the next page. This coupled with increased 

cost pressure from the pickup in wage growth should 

inevitably lead to downward pressure on margins. Despite 

these headwinds, a continuing high level of margins and 

robust top-line revenue growth is expected in the near 

term owing to the US’s economic momentum. This 

provides some conviction that there is still time before the 

end of the bull and beginning of the bear market.  

Figure 1: US equities are not cheap 
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This level of optimism is however not carried through to 

other developed markets. Not much has changed in the 

outlook on markets in Japan and the Eurozone which 

both continue to exhibit a lacklustre earnings outlook. Both 

regions have peaked in EPS growth and are expected to 

slow over the next year – see Figure 2. Industrial 

production growth in both economies has decelerated 

towards zero. This coupled with a decline in nominal GDP 

growth, in both absolute and relative terms, suggest that 

the profit margins in these regions are about to narrow. 

However, on a relative basis to the US, Japanese and the 

Eurozone equity markets are undervalued. This suggests 

that a large part, if not all, of the above concerns are 

priced in. The divergence in these markets price 

movement compared to the US, which we saw 

throughout the 2018 year, is expected to continue at 

least until the middle of 2019 with the US outperforming. 

On a long-term view, however, it is expected that these 

two regional markets will outperform the US based on 

current absolute and relative valuations – see Figure 3.  

A final dynamic, that has caused a great deal of anguish 

for some market participants over the past year, is 

emerging market (“EM”) equities. It is evident that despite 

an aggressive sell-off in EM equities experienced 

throughout the year, there is still no clear indication that 

we have reached the bottom. EM equities are only 

moderately undervalued based on BCA Research’s 

composite valuation indicator and the cyclically-adjusted 

P/E ratio – see Figure 4. Figure 2: EPS growth forecasts 

Figure 3: Valuation of non-financial equity market relative to US 

Figure 4: EM shares can become cheaper 



When considering this, and the downside potential of  

non-US company earnings due to the depressed level of 

Chinese stimulus efforts (measured as the sum of the 

credit and fiscal impulses – see Figure 5), EMs are 

expected to remain under pressure. When aggressive 

Chinese policy stimulus is introduced, which is expected 

to occur towards the middle of 2019, it will be the trigger 

to overweight EM equities.   

Figure 5: EM earnings growth has further downside 
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Indicator Spot MTD YTD Y-o-Y

Gold 1 249.41   2.1% -4.1% -1.0%

Brent Crude 56.26        -5.5% -15.9% -11.3%

USDZAR 14.3401    4.8% 15.8% 12.7%

EURZAR 16.2910    4.7% 9.7% 8.6%

GBPZAR 18.1117    3.7% 8.3% 6.3%

JSE All Share TRI 7 506.22   -0.9% -11.2% -8.4%

JSE Resources TRI 2 612.13   7.0% 14.3% 16.4%

JSE Industrials TRI 12 066.81 -2.3% -20.2% -18.0%

JSE Financials TRI 8 917.38   -5.6% -8.1% -3.2%

JSE Listed Property TRI 1 814.84   -3.3% -26.3% -25.1%

S&P 500 2 546.16   -7.0% -4.8% -5.4%

Euro STOXX 50 6 280.85   -4.1% -10.9% -13.5%

FTSE 100 5 921.05   -4.8% -9.2% -7.3%

Nikkei 225 33 453.80 -5.1% -5.5% -6.0%

Hang Seng 72 144.42 -2.4% -10.7% -8.0%

In light of the above, it is evident that the global outlook 

remains uncertain with a slight tilt towards continued 

strength in the US countered by a transitory soft patch 

throughout the rest of the world. Unless unexpected policy 

intervention occurs, we expect the market to plough 

forward before a late cycle, blow-off rally ensues during 

2019. We maintain our stance that, should the global 

equity market experience further pullback, we will 

increase equity exposure in client portfolios. In addition, 

we continue to remain overweight developed markets 

relative to EMs until the unforgiving economic conditions, 

which heavily impact these economies, subside.  An 

opportunity to overweight EMs should be in the offing 

within the next year. 

On this note, we conclude 2018’s final Market Synopsis. 

We wish all our readers an enjoyable Festive Season 

and a Prosperous 2019! 
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